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plan overview

A COMMUNITY DRIVEN PLAN
The Partnership for Prosperity plan is a
transportation and development framework,
guiding public and private investments in
responsible and cost efficient ways, for the Neck
Area of Charleston and North Charleston. The Neck
area plan provides a greater level of detail for
one area to help achieve the regional goals and
strategies defined through the Tri-County Regional
Plan.

Study Area
The study area extends from the foot of the Arthur Ravenel, Jr. Bridge
(US Highway 17 over the Cooper River) to the Mark Clark Expressway
(Interstate 526), including the industrial area on the south side of
Charleston International Airport.
The area includes a decommissioned Navy base scheduled for
redevelopment, diverse neighborhoods, regional shopping, Charleston
County and City of North Charleston seats of government, and the site of
the expanded Boeing "Dreamliner" facility.

The plan has had strong community involvement
throughout the process, including workshops and
many meetings, briefings and interviews to develop
the vision for the plan. The goal of this plan is to:
 Strengthen existing neighborhoods
 Solidify the area’s economic vitality
 Attract new development that helps expand
housing & travel choices

WHY NOW?

WHO IS INVOLVED?

The Neck area is located in a growing
region. The area has a strategic advantage
as a freight hub and employment center,
but there are increasing conflicts over the
scale of development and the transportation
network that will need to be resolved by an
organized planning framework.

The planning process is being led by the
Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester Council
of Government (BCDCOG) and guided
by a steering committee of local and
state officials.

.

 The Port
expansion

is

undergoing

a

major

 There are growth pressures and
competing demands that need to be
examined in a larger context
 There is a desire for increased
residential development choices
The Master Plan defines opportunities and
actions that can most effectively tap the
area’s potential and bring prosperity to the
area.

Steering committee members include: City of
Charleston, City of North Charleston, Charleston
County,
South
Carolina
Department
of
Transportation, South Carolina State Ports
Authority and Palmetto Railways
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PLAN PROCESS
The project has taken over three years. Three key milestones have been achieved. The timeline below
shows in greater detail each of the plan phases and outcomes.

KEY MILESTONES

1

Developed
and refined
the vision

2

Drafted plans,
policies and
projects

3

Set priorities,
identified
resources and
created an
action plan

COMMUNITY BASED VISION
Early in the planning process, a working
vision emerged from prior plans and a fresh
assessment of issues and opportunities,
creating a strategy that provided better
organization and unity within the Neck area.

Vision Map

The vision, shown to the right, hinges on the
following:
 allocation of future land uses,
 resolution of major transportation needs
in the area, and
 transformation of catalyst areas over the
next 1-5, 6-10 and/or 10+ years.
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INTEGRATING THE TRANSIT NETWORK
Transit service with frequent access is an important
criterion for the Neck area market; the area is
largely made up of residents who depend on transit
as their primary mode of transportation.

Integrated Transit Network

An integrated network of transit services and
facilities will:






Help support economic growth and livability
Improve connectivity
Lower household costs
Enable more walkable development patterns
Reduce vehicle miles of travel, a known
source of pollutants and health impacts

CURRENT TRANSIT
The primary public transportation
provider in the Neck area is CARTA,
which operates 20 bus routes and over
200 miles of route service. CARTA
provides a network of fixed routes,
commuter express routes and paratransit
service.
CARTA’s SuperStop is located at Rivers
Avenue near Cosgrove Avenue and
serves as the major transfer hub for
service in North Charleston.

CARTA Fixed Bus Route

FUTURE TRANSIT
The Master Plan recommends that
the North Charleston Regional
Intermodal Center be located at the
existing Amtrak Site.
This site is a better location for existing
transit users and planned future
development because of its proximity
to services and catalyst areas.

Future Transit
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PLANNED INVESTMENTS
Given the existing infrastructure, four corridors have emerged as potential transit emphasis corridors:

TRANSIT EMPHASIS CORRIDORS
1

I-26 Corridor: Connecting Summerville to the peninsula of Charleston via express bus and
park and ride locations for peak period commuting;

2

Dorchester Road Corridor: Connecting West Summerville to the heart of the Neck area via
express bus and higher frequency transit service;

3

Rivers Avenue Corridor: Comprised of land that surrounds the rail corridors, Rivers Avenue
and Meeting Street that stretches to Summerville via increased bus frequency initially,
evolving to Bus Rapid Transit, and as densities in the corridor increase, light rail transit
becomes more feasible over time;

4

Freight Rail Corridor: Extends from Goose Creek to Line Street Charleston, with commuter
rail services and stations at North Charleston City Hall, Shipwatch Square and Line Street.

Planned Transit Network

RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVES
To serve the markets in these
transit emphasis corridors, several
alternatives
are
highlighted
below:
 Bus transit (enhanced, express
and bus rapid) is focused on
increasing frequency of service,
creating direct connections and
premium sites at catalyst areas.
 Install light rail in dedicated
guideway
and
construct
commuter rail in freight rail
corridor.
The BCDOG’s Transit Alternatives
Analysis study currently underway
will help further define the area’s
premium transit strategy.
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IMPROVING SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY
Improving bicycle and pedestrian safety and accessibility is one of the
critical elements of the Master Plan.
The marginal environment for walking and bicycling
throughout much of the Neck area represents a haphazard
treatment of pedestrians and bicyclists and limits use of
these important mobility modes.
The Partnership for Prosperity Plan strives to create a
stronger bicycling and walking culture in the Neck area.

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN NETWORK GOALS
There are two primary goals of the bicycle and pedestrian network:

Improve Parallel Street Connectivity
The Plan creates opportunities for a redundant
street network that helps:
 organize the flow of vehicles,
 protect neighborhoods
vehicles, and

from

commercial
Sharrow Lane Marking

 provide safe and convenient opportunities
for pedestrians, bicyclists and transit users
to reach destinations.

Create a Continuous WellConnected Spine Network
A well-marked, signed and visible corridor
designed to improve bicycle and pedestrian
connectivity between Charleston and North
Charleston is a defining project for this Master
Plan. It will enhance the functionality of the Neck
area for people of all ages and abilities.

Shared Use Path
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IMPROVING THE NETWORK

The bicycle network for the Neck area requires a balanced approach of
both on-street and off-road riding that accommodates the needs, experience and comfort
levels of people of different ages and abilities.

Bicycle & Pedestrian Planned Network
Bicyclists generally want an
efficient and comfortable
route with minimal conflicts
(not only vehicles and
people, but also glass and
debris) and the ability to
maintain a steady pace.
 Streets generally provide
the most direct means of
connecting neighborhoods
and services, although
they are often filled with
busy commuters and
distracted drivers.
 Off-road trails offer
mobility, but they often
lack access to destinations
and often feature hazards
of their own, like dogs or
groups of walkers.

THE MASTER PLAN DEFINES A NETWORK THAT:
 Provides connectivity between residential and retail, civic or employment destinations
 Provides access to water, parks and linkages to transit stations and corridors
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DEVELOPING A FREIGHT MOBILITY STRATEGY
Freight mobility is an encompassing strategy to
provide efficient and effective movement of
goods and services necessary to the economic
health of the Neck area. The development of a
successful freight mobility plan requires an
understanding of the current freight environment
and interrelationships resulting from the
interactions between transportation providers,
shippers and receivers.
The current highway system for freight consists
of the same network open to general traffic.
The absence of a planned “commercial vehicle
friendly”
network
has
contributed
to
commercial vehicle usage of numerous
roadways and conflicts between the motor
carrier, community and residents.

Existing Freight Network
Intermodal Facilities
 CSX and Northern Southern railways
operate intermodal facilities primarily
servicing port traffic
 Rail service potentially available via
Palmetto Railways
 Much of the freight movement is
currently done by truck
Southern Carolina State Ports Authority
 Operates six facilities
 Five are located in the Port of
Charleston,
including
Veterans
Terminal in the Neck Area
 Attractiveness of the Port is a
combination of geographic proximity
and efforts of the Port itself to
capture market shares

DESIGNATING A REGIONAL TRUCK ROUTE NETWORK
The most important step to facilitating freight
mobility is the designation of a regional truck
route network that is designated, operated
and maintained to accommodate the movement
of trucks.

Strategic Purpose of Network
 Can sustain truck traffic volumes
efficiently because it is protected by
zoning, permitting and enforcement.
 Network is managed for freight.
Traffic management centers monitor
routes for problems and signals are
timed for truck movement from known
freight generators and receivers.

Truck Networks
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PLANNED FREIGHT NETWORK
The planned freight mobility network strives to do two things: 1) Reorganize freight traffic toward the
Cooper River side of the Neck area; 2) Shift to other modes of travel once freight traffic has been
reorganized on routes through the central and western portions of the Neck

Key Elements of Proposed
Freight Network

Proposed Truck Route

 Two lane, limited access
through route in place of the
easternmost right-of-way of
Meeting Street
 Shift all three rail lines
eastward as close as possible
to the above roadway
 A natural buffer on the west
and/or east side of this
combined
right-of-way
(buffering both the two lane
roadway and the rail lines)
 Reconstruct
existing
King
Street corridor into a four or
five lane section as a local
connector to activity centers
 Interstate access from the two
lane facility to proposed Port
Access Road to provide direct
linkage to I-26 and keep truck
traffic from local routes
 New
roadway
overpass
construction at key railroad
crossing locations, such as Rhett
and Cosgrove, to reduce traffic
congestion
 Establish quiet zones near
existing neighborhoods

The proposed truck routes represent a finite set of roadways
providing access to, from and within the Neck area, while
providing a minimal level of incursion into neighborhoods.

Roadway improvements for five corridors located in the freight network are also recommended:
Dorchester Road (including Azalea), Cosgrove Avenue, Virginia Avenue, US52/US 78/Rivers Avenue
and Montague Avenue. These roadways are considered part of the corridors where local freight
movements occur and improvements are recommended to make them “complete corridors” for all
users, including autos, transit, pedestrians, bicycles and freight vehicles.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The starting point of an effective strategy for economic
development and revitalization is the physical plan that
lays out a framework for development in the Neck area.
Besides
establishing
guidance
for
land
use,
transportation and environmental sustainability, the plan
also presents a compelling vision for the Neck area’s
future that will inform investment.

Walkable Retail Space

ENCOURAGING A SUPPLY OF PRODUCT
In order to capture new investment and attract new residents and businesses, the Neck area must be
able to offer a supply of development product that is competitive in multiple market sectors. It is
through new development product that the Neck area can attract new residents, new businesses and
jobs, and new consumer spending by residents and non-residents alike, while also providing greater
housing options for residents at all stages of life.
The strategies listed below are intended to encourage and facilitate the creation of development
product across a variety of key types:

Strategies to Encourage Creation of Development Product
Developable Land

Work Spaces

 Consider strategic land acquisitions

 Establish
and
capitalize
business/technology incubators

 Align zoning with the Master Plan
Mixed Use Centers Around Transit
 Create interim and final zoning for
transit-oriented development
 Development
incentives
infrastructure financing

and

More and Diverse Housing
 Encourage new mixed income and
affordable housing

on

 Encourage work space development in
key
locations
and/or
targeted
industries
Retail and Local Services
 Improve walkability in key commercial
districts
 Identify, preserve and manage key
retail sites

 Facilitate
the
restarting
or
repositioning of existing proposed
.
projects
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CONNECTING RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES
Connecting existing residents and businesses with the benefits and opportunities generated by the
development that takes place around them is critical for achieving and sustaining prosperity in the
Neck Area.
Programs that address long-standing needs in the Neck area such as education, health care, job
training and housing can equip residents to compete effectively in a revitalized local economy and
succeed in one of the key economic centers of the region.

Establish an Education and Job
Training Committee
An Education and Job Training Committee should
be established that has a clear mission, role and
activities within the larger Partnership for
Prosperity entity. The committee would:
 Work with key stakeholder organizations,
service providers, and institutions
 Serve as a liaison with area employers,
identifying the skills and employees they
need and communicating those needs to the
providers.

Work Spaces for High Tech

IMPLEMENTING REVITALIZATION OVER TIME
Effective organization will be important to the continued redevelopment of the Neck area.

Important Considerations
Program implementation should be undertaken
by
one
convening,
organizing
and
implementing entity. Ensures close coordination
between related initiatives and opportunities for
leveraging resources.
Creating land banks to acquire, prepare, hold
and dispose of properties may be necessary.
Will preserve key sites for future development and
manage availability of suitable land.

Community spaces
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BENEFITS OF OPEN SPACE
Open space is one of the central organizing features of the Neck area and the Partnership for
Prosperity Master Plan.
A connected series of open spaces and recreational uses throughout the Neck that is accessible to all
people provides gathering places, opportunities for social interaction and preserves key natural
resources.

OPEN SPACE FACILITIES
Open space fulfills many functions within the Neck area and includes a hierarchy of uses based on
location and need.

Developed Open Spaces
Enhanced or developed landscape
set aside for the purpose of active or
passive recreation and includes
greenways,
gardens,
parks,
playgrounds, plazas and special use
areas.

Parks and Recreation Areas

Natural Open Spaces
Landscape set aside for the purpose of
conservation of natural resources,
buffering or scenic quality and includes
preserves, waterways and recreational
trails.

Natural Open Spaces
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PROPOSED OPEN SPACE IMPROVEMENTS
Based on the existing Neck open space, use standards for different types of open space, and projected
need over the next two decades, there are several large-scale network deficiencies that need to be
addressed. Proposed open space improvements are described below:

Natural Open
Spaces

Existing and Proposed
Open Space Network

 Preserve upland areas
adjacent
to
critical
natural areas to protect
habitat and biodiversity
 Add trails to connect
open spaces and provide
access to waterways

Developed Open
Spaces
 Fill in gaps to create a
network of playgrounds
accessible within a five
minute walk
 Fill
in
gaps
in
neighborhood parks and
community parks to serve
the active recreation
needs of residents
 Incorporate plazas and
outdoor spaces as part
of transit cores and
mixed use areas
 Create special use areas
such
as
community
centers and skate parks
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IMPROVING ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Improving environmental conditions is a major component of the revitalization program for the Neck
area, one that will noticeably improve the overall health, safety and quality of life for residents,
as well as protect natural lands and increase the health of ecological systems. Environmental
improvements include:
 Brownfield site transformations
 Stormwater management improvements

 Natural land area expansion
 Buffer Implementation

BROWNFIELD SITE TRANSFORMATIONS
Brownfields
are
properties
that
are
contaminated, or thought to be contaminated, by
a hazardous substance, pollutant or contaminant.
While most brownfield sites in the Neck area
exist in industrial areas, some also exist in
residential areas such as Park Circle on lands
that once housed commercial ventures such as gas
stations, dry cleaners, and auto body shops.

Benefits
 Promotes economic development
and community reinvestment
 Frees previously unavailable land
for productive re-use
 Protects the environment
 Reduces blight
 Utilizes existing infrastructure
 Takes development pressures off
undeveloped greenfield land

STORMWATER IMPROVEMENTS
In urban environments such as the Neck area,
stormwater runoff usually contains oil, gasoline,
pesticides, fertilizers and other chemicals. This polluted
stormwater moves in concentrated flows into drains,
then into surrounding natural areas and water bodies.
The key to improving stormwater management is to
disperse the water instead of concentrating it in a few
locations, slowing the rate water moves and allowing
infiltration and evaporation to occur. This reduces the
volume of water leaving the area and allows water to
soak back into the ground, permitting natural
processes to remove contaminants from the river and
streams where people fish and enjoy recreation.

Stormwater System
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EXPAND NATURAL LAND AREAS
There has been a significant loss of natural land
area on the Neck over the years due to development;
this loss of the green network has resulted in
degradation to the remaining environmental systems.
Urban stromwater runoff has caused flooding,
impacted water quality, altered water tables and
caused fluctuations of temperatures in wetlands and
tidal systems, all stressing ecosystem health.

Benefits
 Restores functioning ecosystems
 More natural processes to aid water
quality, groundwater recharge and
water storage and conveyance
 Habitat diversity can begin to occur

Natural Areas

IMPLEMENT BUFFERS
There are many places within the Neck area where
neighborhoods sit adjacent to commercial or industrial
sites, as well as along rail and freight traffic
corridors. The noise, vibration, odor, light, pollution
and negative visual aesthetic of these intensive uses
reduces the quality of life for residents in the
neighborhoods.
While some impact reduction can be accomplished
through proper planning and design, the proximity of
these incompatible areas will generally require
construction of buffers.

Benefits
 Shield incompatible uses from view and
mitigate their negative impacts
 Provide sound deflection
 Prevent access in undesired locations
 Vegetated buffers provide pollution reduction

Buffers
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WHAT IS A CATALYST AREA?
Catalyst areas are activity centers
where regional and/or local goods and services
and housing are concentrated. There will be a
variety of activity centers within the Neck area,
each containing diverse elements that cater to the
varying needs of residents, businesses and visitors.

Catalyst areas serve as focal points of
the community. They are transportation hubs
where vehicular and pedestrian networks converge
to create high levels of accessibility and
connectivity and comfortable and convenient
transportation options for a wide range of users.

Catalyst Site Development

Catalyst areas offer a high level of
accessibility.
 They are connected to a local street grid.
 They introduce higher performing transit
networks.
 They have good regional visibility and roadway
access.

Catalyst areas provide a unique and
distinctive sense of place that strengthen
the community and facilitate social interaction.

Community Activity Centers can include employment
centers, shopping centers, entertainment centers and
neighborhood centers.

SUPPORT ECONOMIC GROWTH
Catalyst areas can help make the Neck area not only an attractive and quality environment, but a
highly competitive center for new investment in the region.
 They are strategically located to provide services to existing neighborhoods as well as support
regional economic growth.
 The development of catalyst areas will attract new construction and investment to the Neck
area that has the opportunity to create long term sustainable growth for the region.
 Catalyst areas will be different sizes to fit the appropriate community scale and serve the
needs of surrounding neighborhoods. Focusing development in these areas first will help spur
additional growth and economic vitality throughout the Neck area.
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BENEFITS OF CATALYST AREAS
Catalyst areas offer several tangible benefits including:
 Potential to support a mix of uses and complementary new development/redevelopment
because of their geographic location and transportation network,
 Function as a hub for improved transit service and location for future passenger rail or Bus
Rapid Transit stations. Catalyst areas provide a logical spacing and organizational structure
for transit to serve the region and the Neck area better,
 Infuse both new sites and redevelopment with the Neck area’s distinctive character,
 Attract high demand and innovative businesses, and
 Create livable neighborhoods.

THE EIGHT CATALYST AREAS
The Master Plan identifies eight
catalyst areas.
While some areas may transition to
other uses over time, this general
layout of districts will help guide
catalyst development opportunities
as part of an organized system.

Location of Catalyst Areas
7

8

6
5

The Eight Catalyst
Areas:

4

1 South of Mount Pleasant Street
2

North of Mount Pleasant Street

3

Stromboli Corridor

4

Shipwatch Square

5

Olde North Charleston

6

Amtrak Station

7

Mall Drive

8

Convention Center

3

1

2
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south of mount pleasant street area

SETTING
The South of Mount Pleasant Street catalyst
area is located just north of downtown
Charleston and the established residential
neighborhoods that surround the Citadel and
Hampton Park.
 It is still part of the well-connected grid
street system that originates in the historic
district, providing access to downtown
from points north along the peninsula that
run through the heart of this catalyst area.
 Both I-26 and US 17 have exits that
provide direct access to major roadways
within the catalyst area.
Vicinity Map

CATALYST OPPORTUNITIES
This catalyst area is located within the Gateway
District of the Charleston Digital Corridor.
 This initiative offers incentives, resources,
and support to entrepreneurs and
professionals in an effort to facilitate a
business and social environment where
technology companies can thrive.
 With companies like Radiate Technologies
and Equiscript LLC already established in
areas along the fringes of the catalyst
area, the Charleston Digital Corridor is
actively marketing sites on Meeting Street
to prospective occupants.
 The City and the BCDCOG can build on
this established marketing network to
further promote and develop catalyst
opportunities along both Meeting Street
and Morrison Street.

Future sketch
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FORM AND DEVELOPMENT AREA
Building heights in the southern portion of the catalyst area are envisioned as mid-rise (3-5 stories),
similar to the scale of the Cool Blow building, with one or two landmark buildings at seven to nine
stories in order to visually rise above the elevated interstate sections located along the perimeter
of the area. This height would allow views of the Ashley and Cooper Rivers and also be an orienting
feature for travelers entering Charleston. In the northern portion of the catalyst area, building
heights are envisioned as low-rise (1-3 stories) to act as a transition and complement to the scale of
existing uses.
 New transit stops for a future Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) or Light Rail Transit (LRT) system are
planned for the intersections of Meeting Street at Brigade Street and Romney Street.
 An extension of the existing shared use path under I-26 and Low Line will improve
accessibility for non-auto travel modes.
 The gridded street system facilitates pedestrian and bicycle connections to transit and
destinations within the catalyst area.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The preliminary planning level program derived from the Long Term Concept Plan shows that
approximately 850 residential dwelling units and 1,000,000 square feet of non-residential uses
could be accommodated in this catalyst area.…… ………………..
…………………………
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SETTING
The North of Mount Pleasant Street catalyst
area is a transitional district. While the southern
fringe still contains remnants of the gridded
street network projecting north from downtown
Charleston, this residential area soon gives way
to commercial and light industrial uses between I26 and King Street, ending the pattern of street
connectivity.
 The narrow wedge of land between King
and Meeting Streets contains railroad
tracks and a mix of residential and small
commercial lots, while on the east side of
Meeting Street, Magnolia Cemetery
provides a large open space.
 There are a number of historic structures in
this catalyst area that should be
preserved
or
redeveloped
with
appropriate uses.

Vicinity Map

CATALYST OPPORTUNITIES
With this area envisioned to continue as a
transitional district with a mix of both
residential and non-residential uses, catalyst
opportunities for both types of uses should be
promoted, as well as public uses to help
promote economic opportunity and provide
needed community services for the area
residents.
 Residential development should be
accompanied by open space and
recreational facilities that are greatly
lacking in this part of the Neck area.

North of Mount Pleasant Future Sketch

 There are several vacant or underutilized
properties along King Street that could
provide development sites and create
new neighborhood destinations.
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FORM AND DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
The heart of this catalyst area will be the Meeting Street/Mount Pleasant Street intersection –
buildings in this area are envisioned as mid-rise (5-7 stories) with higher density uses centered on a
transit core for future Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) or Light Rail Transit (LRT) systems. This high level of
accessibility and connectivity is expected to enhance the prospects for development and spur
greater levels of activity in this location.
 Other areas will be mid-rise (3-5 stories), transitioning down to low-rise (1-3 stories) adjacent
to existing uses, especially to the north near open space areas and industrial uses.
 Another transit stop is planned for Meeting Street at Greenleaf Street to enhance
accessibility from the north end of the catalyst area to other destinations along the Neck
area’s multimodal spine that runs along the peninsula.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The preliminary planning level program derived from the Long Term Concept Plan shows that
approximately 400 residential dwelling units and 700,000 square feet of non-residential uses
could be accommodated in this catalyst area. Residential product developed for each phase of the
catalyst area transition should include a variety of housing options for low income seniors in the
event the Joseph Floyd Manor is redeveloped for other uses.
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SETTING
The Stromboli Corridor catalyst area currently
consists primarily of large lot industrial uses and
container storage areas that effectively separate
the Five Mile and Windsor neighborhoods
between Carner Avenue and Spruill Avenue.
 There are some residential, commercial and
civic uses along the southern (Hampton
Avenue) and northern (Jacksonville Road)
fringes of the catalyst area, as well as
vacant residential lots scattered throughout.
 Stromboli Avenue is closed between Column
Street and Carner Avenue. Park South, an
underutilized City of North Charleston
recreation facility, is located on the east
side of Spruill Avenue between Stromboli
Avenue and Jacksonville Road.

Vicinity Map

CATALYST OPPORTUNITIES
This area is envisioned as a community activity
center, local services node and focal point for
social gathering and interaction, catalyst
opportunities should be oriented toward civic
uses such as a community center, workforce
training, health care amenities, education
facilities and other programs that help promote
economic opportunity and prosperity and
provide needed community services for
neighborhood residents.

Stromboli Corridor Present

 There are several large underutilized
properties along Stromboli Avenue that
could serve as community anchors,
providing neighborhood destinations and
facilitating multimodal connections between
existing residential areas to the north and
south.
Stromboli Corridor Future
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FORM AND DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
Buildings in this catalyst area are envisioned primarily as low-rise (1-2 stories) to complement the
existing residential character of the area and adjacent uses. Buildings on the key Stromboli Avenue
intersection corners of Carner Avenue and Spruill Avenue could rise to 3-4 stories to act as gateway
elements and focal points.
 A transit stop is planned for Stromboli Avenue at Carner Avenue to connect the neighborhood
residents to the larger transportation spine of the Neck area and facilitate access to
community services.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The preliminary planning level program derived from the Long Term Concept Plan shows that
approximately 300 residential dwelling units and 280,000 square feet of non-residential uses
could be accommodated in this catalyst area, which is consistent with preliminary program numbers for
the Stromboli area from the LAMC Final Plan. Non-residential uses as envisioned in this Concept Plan
include 150,000 square feet of retail; 50,000 square feet of commercial/office; and 80,000 square
feet of civic/institutional.
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SETTING
The Shipwatch Square catalyst area is a core
activity node of the community. Centered on Rivers
Avenue, this area once thrived as a result of
military activities at the Charleston Naval Complex
and drew people from all parts of the Neck.
 At the Rivers/McMillan intersection, once a
main entrance into the former Naval
Complex, two shopping centers and a hospital
sit underutilized, closed or demolished.
 A variety of small lot commercial uses,
residences, and civic uses surround the
intersection.
 Reynolds Avenue, another entrance into the
former Naval Complex, now contains local
commercial uses, offices and several churches.

Vicinity Map

CATALYST OPPORTUNITIES
This area has traditionally been a community
activity center, offering goods and services to
people from all portions of the Neck area, as well
as military personnel living elsewhere. Its central
location along the Rivers Avenue spine provides an
easily accessible and highly visible location.
 This intersection can provide the catalyst
opportunities that begin the revitalization
of this area. With the demolition of the old
Shipwatch Square complete, this site is
ready for new development.
 A mixed use core that includes a grocery
store and drug store, along with open space
for use by new residents and those of
adjacent neighborhoods, can provide muchneeded commercial activity and social
interaction and help spur other retail and
civic uses in the area.

Shipwatch Square Future Sketch
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FORM AND DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
The Rivers/McMillan intersection is the core of this catalyst area and building heights around this
area are envisioned as mid-rise (5-7 stories), similar to that of the existing navy hospital.
 Development in the core area will capitalize on the regional and local connectivity provided
by new transit service – a planned commuter rail station, a planned BRT/LRT station, and an
expanded and relocated CARTA Super Stop for local bus service.
 From this core, buildings will transition into mid-rise (3-5 stories) and low-rise (1-3 stories)
further out to complement existing uses and neighborhoods. While Rivers Avenue is an
important freight route within the Neck area, the Master Plan recommends a number of
improvements and actions meant to balance the competing needs of users of this key
roadway.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The preliminary planning level program derived from the Long Term Concept Plan shows that
approximately 500 residential dwelling units and 700,000 square feet of non-residential uses
could be accommodated in this catalyst area.
……………………………………………
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olde north charleston area

SETTING
The Olde North Charleston catalyst area is a
neighborhood activity center. Situated between
the residential lots around Park Circle and the
industrial uses along the Cooper River, this area
developed in the early 1900’s as a business
district.
 Montague Avenue and several blocks to the
north, primarily between Jenkins Avenue and
Virginia Avenue, still function as a
neighborhood
commercial
core,
with
residential and civic uses to the north and
south.
 Over the last decade, the revitalization of
Olde North Charleston and the Park Circle
neighborhood into a desirable destination has
become a tremendous success story for the
City and an example for the Neck area. That
success
serves
as
an
impetus
for
improvements and investment in adjacent
neighborhoods.

Vicinity Map

CATALYST OPPORTUNITIES
Even though this is an established area with a long
and rich history, there are still catalyst
opportunities along Montague Avenue that can
spur new growth along this main street corridor.
 There are several vacant parcels that can be
developed with a mix of workplace,
neighborhood commercial or residential uses
that can effectively complete the street face.
 This new development, along with other
underutilized buildings, can introduce vertical
mixed uses to expand housing choices and
provide needed goods and services.

Olde North Charleston Virginia Avenue Future Sketch
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olde north charleston area

FORM AND DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
The Building heights in this catalyst area are envisioned to be low-rise (1-3 stories) to match the
existing character and street face and complement the residential scale.
 Multimodal accessibility continues to be provided through local bus service, but access by
other modes will be enhanced by the addition of a planned multi-use trail for pedestrians
and bicyclists alongside a reconfigured Virginia Avenue, as well as new sidewalks and bike
lanes or sharrows.
 Virginia Avenue is an important “through route” for freight movement, but also will be
designed to safely accommodate non-automobile travel in a separated right-of-way.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The preliminary planning level program derived from the Long Term Concept Plan shows that
approximately 250 residential dwelling units and 700,000 square feet of non-residential uses
could be accommodated in this catalyst area, along with civic and open space that provides residents
access to the Cooper River.
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amtrak station area

SETTING
The Amtrak Station catalyst area is a
neighborhood center. Located off Rivers Avenue
just north of Durant Avenue, this area is bordered
to the north by the Liberty Hill neighborhood; to
the east by the Mixson development - planned to
include residential units, shops and civic spaces;
and to the west by CSX railroad tracks.
 The historic train station and adjacent parking
lots anchor the area, which also includes light
industrial, commercial and civic uses.
 Gaynor Street connects the catalyst area to
Montague Avenue on the north and Rivers
Avenue and Durant Avenue on the south.
Vicinity Map

CATALYST OPPORTUNITIES
With the upcoming planned relocation of Amtrak
service to a new Intermodal Station, preservation
of the existing historic train station site can serve
as a catalyst opportunity.
 The structure itself can be renovated to
provide much needed community meeting
space and office space
 The outside areas, now used for parking and
loading, can be converted to green spaces
that can be used for community events and
recreation, helping integrate this area into
the fabric of the Liberty Hill neighborhood
 The site would continue under ownership of
CSX, and would be leased for its new
purpose(s) with separation from the rail
tracks, which will remain active for freight
traffic.

Amtrak Station
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amtrak station area

FORM AND DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
Building heights in this catalyst area should be low-rise (1-3 stories) to complement the historic Amtrak
Station, not overpower it. This scale will also complement the adjacent Mixson development.
However, due to the difference in elevation between Gaynor Street and Rivers Avenue, some mid-rise
(3-5 stories) buildings may be needed to provide visibility and focal points.
 Rivers Avenue provides accessibility to the rest of the Neck area and points beyond the
peninsula through enhanced bus service, while improvements in local connectivity enhance the
circulation between the catalyst area and the neighborhoods that surround it.
 If the Intermodal Station is located in this catalyst area, the look and feel of the
Rivers/Durant intersection changes as the catalyst area is now a regional gateway instead
of a neighborhood center.
 Roadway modifications may be needed to accommodate the expanded variety of
transportation services that will be accessing the area. Existing neighborhood areas will need
enhanced buffering from the impacts of the additional vehicular activities.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The preliminary planning level program derived from the Long Term Concept Plan shows that
approximately 400 residential dwelling units and 50,000 square feet of non-residential uses could
be accommodated in this catalyst area. If the Intermodal Station is moved to this catalyst area, the
amount of non-residential uses increases and shifts from neighborhood-oriented to communityoriented to provide the retail services and amenities needed by commuters and travelers.
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mall drive area

SETTING
The Mall Drive catalyst area is a regional activity
center. I-26 bisects the area and intersects I-526
directly to the north. Rivers Avenue, Montague
Avenue and International Boulevard, each with
exits from either I-26 or I-526, complete the
framework for this important area.
 The western portion of the catalyst area,
sitting directly north of the Convention
Center campus, is primarily a commercial
district with small lot and big box retail,
hotels and restaurants.
 The eastern portion of the catalyst area
consists of a mix of civic, commercial and
light industrial uses, including the City of
North Charleston Municipal Complex.
Vicinity Map

CATALYST OPPORTUNITIES
The Mall Drive area is part of a larger area
dubbed the “Gateway Entertainment District.”
With its gateway visibility, this area presents an
opportunity to become an urban center with
offices, retail, multi-family residential and related
uses functioning as a well-connected core node.
There are two broad catalyst opportunities:
 The first is to begin mixed use
development in the City Hall area,
centered on the potential commuter rail
station location.
 The second catalyst opportunity is the
empty City Council building. This site
occupies a prominent location, positioning
itself nicely to actively participate in the
transformation of this core area.

Entertainment District Future Sketch
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mall drive area

FORM AND DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
Building heights in the City Hall area are envisioned to be mid-rise (3-5 stories), with higher mid-rise
(5-7 stories) around the commuter rail transit core. In the Tanger Outlet area, buildings will be lowrise (1-3 stories), with some mid-rise (3-5 stories) as focal points. Along Rivers Avenue and Montague
Avenue, buildings will be low-rise (1-3 stories) transitioning into the existing neighborhoods.
 Connectivity within the catalyst area will be enhanced by a new circulator street that
essentially extends Mall Drive across I-26, uniting the two halves of the area.
 The regional access and visibility provided by I-26 and Rivers Avenue, combined with airport
proximity and rail transit access, can make this catalyst area a prime target for future
redevelopment.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The preliminary planning level program derived from the Long Term Concept Plan shows that
approximately 2,000,000 square feet of non-residential uses could be accommodated in this catalyst
area, as well as select corporate/short term/transient housing options.
………….
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convention center area

SETTING
The Convention Center catalyst area functions as
a regional gateway. This area is easily accessible
from all parts of Charleston as well as from
regional destinations.
 The Charleston International Airport and
Boeing manufacturing plant are located
directly to the north and west and are major
economic drivers that influence this catalyst
area.
 The North Charleston Coliseum, Performing
Arts Center, Charleston Area Convention
Center and commercial uses form a campusstyle core that serves as a regional draw.
 The planned Intermodal Station is accessible
by both road and rail.
Vicinity Map

CATALYST OPPORTUNITIES
The catalyst opportunity that will help start
development and redevelopment in this area is
construction of the Intermodal Station.
The
completion of this facility will bring a variety of
users to this area, both those commuting locally
and those coming in from other locales via Amtrak,
Greyhound or the Charleston International Airport.
 This project sets the tone for the entire
catalyst area and begins the transformation
to a mixed use regional activity center.
 If the Intermodal Station moves from this area
to the Amtrak Station area, the area
designated for this activity can be used as an
employment core without changing the basic
dynamics of the catalyst area.

Convention Center Area Future Sketch
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convention center area

FORM AND DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT
Building heights in the western portion of the catalyst area (west of I-526) are envisioned as low-rise
(1-3 stories) that transition into existing neighborhoods, with mid-rise buildings (3-5 stories) around
the Intermodal Station core area. In the eastern portion of the catalyst area (east of I-526),
buildings are envisioned as mid-rise (3-7 stories), complementing the mass and height of the Coliseum
complex.
 This portion of the catalyst area will benefit from connectivity to the Mall Drive area via a
new circulator shuttle bus system along the extended Centre Pointe Drive across I-26 to Mall
Drive.
 This will link the Intermodal Station area to the regional accessibility provided by the new
commuter rail and BRT/LRT transit systems running along the Neck’s multimodal spine.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The preliminary planning level program derived from the Long Term Concept Plan shows that
approximately 450 residential dwelling units and 2,000,000 square feet of non-residential uses
could be accommodated in this catalyst area.
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implementation

A STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN
A vision is a community’s process for determining where it wants to be in the future. Implementing that
vision is done through a strategic action plan that organizes the vision into achievable and actionable
steps that can be undertaken over time.
The plan not only establishes a
unifying vision for the future, it
identifies a wide array of potential
actions and projects to implement
that vision.
Implementing the vision and Master
Plan will take a coordinated effort
among many local, regional and
state entities over the coming years.
An important factor in successful
implementation
is
to
have
a
coordinating entity that is accountable
for the ultimate outcome of the plan .

Forming a Coordinating Entity

Forming a central
entity responsible
for implementation
will provide the
framework for
organizing all
implementation
activities.
The organization of
the entity is
described below.

The BCDCOG has the authority to perform the transportation planning functions of the Charleston Area
Transportation Study (CHATS), the MPO for the Charleston area. CHATS programs fund transportation
projects from revenue sources through its five-year Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), which
includes money allocated for various projects from planning and feasibility to design and acquisition.

REGULAR COMMUNICATION IS CRITICAL
Critical to the effective work in
implementing the vision for the Neck
will be establishing protocols and
agreements for regular communication
and meetings.
The current Steering Committee is
recommended to be the basis for the
establishment of a long term and
standing implementation entity. While
other options may be considered, the
most obvious coordinating agency to
steward the Steering Committee for
the long term is the BCDCOG.

Three Levels of Communication
Partners
Representatives from cities, county, SCDOT, Palmetto
Railways and SC Ports Authority.
Mayors
Mayors of each city and the County Administrator.
Meet for big picture coordination and to maintain the
level of mutual political commitment.
Stakeholders
Community,
private,
governmental, industry
representatives. Meet
with Partnership staff
to coordinate specific
implementation roles
and priorities.
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implementation

.

IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES

The Action Plan is the blueprint for implementation and sets forth specific
objectives, tasks, responsibilities, priorities and time frames for getting the
plan completed.
In many ways, the Action Plan is the most critical component of the Master Plan.
The Action Plan must be regularly revisited to test the goals and objectives. Periodic reporting of
performance measures or indicators provides the information necessary to guide adjustments to the
Action Plan. This information keeps the Plan on target and able to accommodate change.

Project Time Horizons

Examples of Performance Measures
 Number of residential units constructed in
catalyst areas
 Affordable housing units created
 Miles of bicycle and pedestrian network
added

The current CHATS 2035 LRTP sets
priorities for highway, transit, bicycle,
pedestrian and related transportation
projects throughout the region. The
federal funding priority for freight
mobility projects is a significant
opportunity for the Neck area. Many
of the freight related projects
identified in the Master Plan would be
eligible, including those that help
reduce or eliminate freight impacts in
residential neighborhoods.

 Number of new bicycle racks or lockers
provided
 Number of accidents per VMT
 Percentage of population within a five minute
walk of community services
 Green space per capita
 Number of projects designed with “green”
technologies.
 Percentage of stormwater absorbed through
LID technologies
 Quality of water in Ashley and Cooper Rivers
 Percentage of blocks with “complete
streets” components
 Block miles with street tree canopies
 Number of transit boardings
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DEFINITIONS
Bicycle Lane – Bicycle lanes are marked and signed bicyclespecific travel lanes located between the outside automobile
travel lane and the curb or shoulder of a road. Bicycle lanes
adjacent to on-street parking are typically slightly wider than
bicycle lanes next to a curb to encourage bicyclists to avoid the
door zone and conflicts with motor vehicle drivers or passengers.
Bicycle Route – A bicycle route is a signed roadway. A shared
lane or “sharrow” is a treatment, or pavement marking on a
bicycle route.

Bicycle Lane

Brownfield Site – Brownfield sites are properties that are
contaminated, or thought to be contaminated, by a hazardous
substance, pollutant or contaminant. Cleanup of these sites is
usually controlled by the Environmental Protection Agency.
Bus Rapid Transit – Bus rapid transit, or BRT, is a broad term
and may include limited stops, easy boarding and fare payment,
signal priority treatments and other elements to make the service
more convenient and distinctive. The highest form of BRT involves
dedicated lanes exclusive for transit vehicles.
Catalyst Area – Catalyst areas are places where
redevelopment and/or revitalization activities create economic
benefits, spur additional surrounding development and open up
opportunities for creating sustainable long term prosperity.

Catalyst Area

Commuter Rail Transit – Commuter rail transit is passenger train
service that operates on main line railroad tracks to carry riders
to and from work in city centers. In some cases service is offered
only in rush hours. In other cases, service is operated throughout
the day, but less frequently.FINITIONS
Complete Street – Complete streets are designed and operated
to enable safe access for all users, including pedestrians,
bicyclists, motorists and transit riders of all ages and abilities.
Complete Streets make it easy to cross the street, walk to shops,
and bicycle to work. They allow buses to run on time and make it
safe for people to walk to and from transit stations.
Streetscape
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DEFINITIONS
Livability - Livability is the sum of the factors that add up to a
community’s quality of life, including the built and natural
environments, economic prosperity, social stability and equity,
educational opportunity, and cultural, entertainment and recreation
possibilities.
Light Rail Transit – Light Rail Transit, or LRT, has more freuqnt
stops and is slower than commuter rail service. LRT can operate
with a street, adjacent to auto traffic, and is powered by an
overhead electric line. LRT is often the successor term to street cars,
trolleys, and trams.

Shared Use Path

Multimodal Transportation– Multimodal transportation generally
means planning for the integration of all types of travel, including
walking, bicycling, automobile and transit, as well as the facilities
needed for each type of use.
Placemaking – Placemaking is a people-centered approach to the
planning, design and management of public spaces. Put simply, it
involves looking at, listening to, and asking questions of the people
who live, work and play in a particular space, to discover their
needs and aspirations.
Shared Use Path – A shared use path, or multi-use trail, is
physically separated from roadways and allow only nonmotorized travel, such as bicycles, walkers, joggers, and skaters.

Placemaking

Streetscape – Streetscape is the general area between a curb and
building where pedestrian activity is concentrated. The streetscape
character is defined by the elements placed within that space,
including trees, lights, signage, seating, bike racks, kiosks,
enhanced paving, public art, planter pots, transit shelters and
shading devices.
Transit Oriented Development – Transit-oriented development, or
TOD, is a type of community development that includes a mixture
of housing, office, retail and/or other amenities integrated into a
walkable neighborhood and located within a half-mile of public
transportation. It generally has a high level of connectivity; small
blocks; and streetscape, buildings and uses that cater to the
pedestrian.

Transit Oriented Development
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